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« “If this myth is tragic, that is because its hero is conscious. Where would his torture be, indeed, if at every step the
hope of succeeding upheld him ?
The workman of today works every day in his life at the same tasks, and this fate is no less absurd. But it is tragic only
at the rare moments when it becomes conscious.. »
The book of Albert Camus, The Myth of Sisyphus is not a simply a philosophical interpellation, it’s a moment of remedy,
and it’s scarce because it’s genuine anguish. Thus, many would rather live and die with the epidemic than to grapple for
healing and vigorously renounce to taste the extravagant bitterness of the cure.
The book is an epic moment and poor in nexus with wisdom or cognizance, it only stipulates bravery. Bravery is the glue
that keeps our feet steady whilst glancing into an abyss, the abyss of death and futility.
Many are the moments of realization aborted by the trepidation of cracking the reassuring shell of safety. Those fragments of awareness consigned into remissness, surpassed to the meaningful, subdued by the force of the daily.
We’re enslaved by this ‘daily’, we’re definitely in urge to rebel for the sake of getting all the earthly and possible freedom,
the same freedom that regulates our efforts and helps maintaining the present.
Many are those who lived, revolted and were punished like Sisyphus.

Through this theatrical work, we desired to create a Tunisia Sisyphus.
The persona is named ‘Khmais’. After unraveling the falsification of moral, political and social authorities which had
long haunted and oppressed his mind with their dispositions and tendencies; Khmais the simple worker, is sentenced to
hammer the buttressed walls of futility.
Khmais witnesses a major metamorphosis as he now dares to face the very same hell he’d always been subjugated by.
His defiance evokes chaotic and continuous enquiries that lead him to the act of rebellion. As a conditional, inevitable
result that simulates Sisyphus’s fate; Khmais is punished, rejected and perpetually tortured. However, this time the hell is
of his voluntary choice.

«When I take the bus I no longer hold on to a
stick5, I hold on to people and people hold on to
me. Holding on to each other until we make it thank
god. I love people. One would be compassionate
towards his brother regardless of him being Jewish
or even Majan for that matter»
Khmais

Khmais is married adult with one child, he works as a constructor. He spends one night in the construction site meditating
his aspirations and accomplishments that ripped him precious years.
Loathed by wife and son, rejected by society and abandoned by God Khmais sees nothing but wreckage.
At this point Khmais encounters futility, at that portion of the site, on that seemingly endless night, which only fades as
a new dawn emerges.
The theatrical piece is
a spectacular show. It’s
a
journey
among
the
ramifications of the persona’s
conceit; the tempo of the
show is coordinated with the
anxious, agitated heart beats
of Khmais.
Between absolute reticence
and deafening noise we’ll have
a path to follow his breaths
that eager for perdition, the
path of cognitive and physical
suicide.
Khmais perishes only to be
resurrected.

We have tried to look for Sisyphus in the local environment; we ended up attracted to the laboring class
due to many reasons, but two mattered the most; marginalization and exploitation.
Having the construction workers in the vicinity by chance, urged us to choose their world, to dive in and
extract its secrets. As we scrutinized the everyday life of the construction workers we contemplated their
daily struggle under bad working conditions and exhausting routine; we figured the accurate simulation
between them and Sisyphus.

Sisyphus inflicted with his fate in hell and workers afflicted with iron and cement.
Before we started writing the screenplay, we attempted to get as close as we could from the exceptional
sphere of construction workers, we tried to listen to their concerns and dreams.
We recorded few interviews; the vocal tapes were our background as we progressed in work, and
immensely inspired us into writing the first text, which is basically a long monologue of a persona with
the name of “Khmais” in construction site.

“Uncle Chafaii told me
that our prophet used to
pay his workers as soon
as they finish..”

The primary goal of our work was to depict Khmais’ life in an artistically contemporary disposition
loyal to every aspect of his daily life, whilst craving the countenances of his imagination
simultaneously.
At first we paid a visit to his working environment, -construction site-, and we rambled around
to know the space; we made a list of all the equipments, materials and tools. We also took
photographs of the workers in different situations; while working, resting, eating…
Further, we recorded their outfit, the type of their cigarettes and food.
After long journey of contemplation we decided ‘construction domain’ to be our aesthetic source
of inspiration, relying on our affiliation with new-realism in painting and sculpture.
We tried to quote from reality only the components that serve the persona and the thoughts we
consider indispensable in the discourse of theatrical shows.

“As soon as he went out I
followed him
I thought to myself what
would an old man like him
do if I held him?”

“Crooked walls, damp
walls, pillars falling apart,
rusty iron, rotten wood”

We wanted the actor to ponder that his work is a genuine human experience, by a true and honest performance.
The fundamental concern of our work was to inspire from reality not to correspond it, and remaining loyal to the small details of
reality without confining the imagination of the actor rather setting it free…
We tried to push the actor to the most profound point of his internal conceit; although, we averted the exhibition of excessive
emotions and sophisticated performance.
The room of Sisyphus is his fate, the agony attached to his body belongs to him. He’s perpetually attached to the cohesive stone
until it becomes impossible to visualize him separated from that enormous, heavy material; they’re united in pain.
We wanted to preserve this imagery; therefore we chose the construction tools to accompany the actor along the whole show.
We chose a large wooden pillar, primarily, because it’s heavy enough to bend Khmais’ back and too tall to be easily controlled
by the actor. The pillar possesses aesthetic and directive functions; it is a conjoint to connect different situations and leaning
technical device for the actor to incite his monologue or force him to stay reticent.
The pillar is the only thing to accompany the actor during the show; therefore it provoked the actor into mentally bringing other
personas on the stage.

The space is wide and decorated with few corroded clothes, old torn shoes and a
cheap bottle of wine. These are the possessions of Khmais in his remote corner
in the construction site. These trivial things mean a lot to him because they’re his
only companion.
On the stage everything alludes to the daily pale reality associated with our touch
in order to render the sphere delirious and familiar things to become special and
eccentric. We relied on lightening to depict the space.
We also used diverse special effects in order to manifest the changes of Khmais’
mood along the play.

“I’m only KHEMAIES,
I lived as a constructor and I’ll
die as a constructor”

“I just want to know if am dead
or alive and thank you very
much”

“Tunis the old city, the roof
tiles, the Baqlawa sweets, the
essence, the refined dialect,
the gossip and the women
shrouded in their Safseri”

The music is played out in Khmais’ head; it perfectly fits his mental and psychological
status.
The music comes from a distant place, from the deepest point in the convolutions of
his subconsciousness. The music expresses Khmais’ nostalgia to his hometown, and
to the different stages of his life exerted on evasions and displacements. Between the
countryside and the city,
Mezwid mixes up with the music of “Sheikh El Efrit” and “Hbiba Msika”.
The music is obsolete and the tapes are in bad condition, nevertheless, they survived
in Khmais’ head as if his mind was a corroded disk.
The memory of Khmais is our forgotten folklore, our pale collective memory; we find
it engraved in this unknown simple man’s heart.
The music escorts Khmais in his insufferable seclusion, but another type of music
plays to estrange the meaning, and
brings him back to his disturbing
reality.
This latter is the cracking sounds
of machines and metallic tools. We
edited tapes recorded directly from
the construction sites, to resemble
music not just noise.

After a baccalaureate speciality theater, the
vocation of Meher is appeared naturally :
he will become an actor..
In 2011, he leaves the Superior Institute of
Dramatic Art of Tunis with this end studies
project, which gave him an immediate
successful.
Playwright, he writes his own texts and
develop a sensibility to practice dance,
which drives him to incarn one of the
main character of the show «La feuille
d’olivier» in 2006.
His carreer began in 1997 with amator
theater companies (Al Zaytouna, club de
théâtre universitaire).
In 2001, he enters in the professionnel field
in playing and writing for contemporain
pieces (Farès et le manipulateur - 2003,
Les Diables - 2006,,,). In 2008, he follows
a three weeks training workshop with the
famous Royal Shakespeare Company.
With D-Sisyphe, he joins his three faces
in order to do only one : he is playwright,
actor and director.

Imed May is graduate of baccalaureate
speciality theater too, and a master in Arts,
got in 2012 at the ISAD of Tunis.
His way began in 1998 in acting for amator
theater troups (Douar Hicher, club de théâtre
universitaire).
Since 2001, he is involved in direction as a
professionnal. Assistant in several companies
(Waw ! - 2007, Une patrie - 2008, Une lettre à
ma mère - 2010),
It’s in 2009 with the piece Camisole, which
he makes his proves of director et go on
27 years old
evolving with D-Sisyphe.
Tunis - Tunisia

27 years old
Tunis - Tunisia
Tél : +216 21166693

etranger2009@gmail.com

He realises that this work gonna become
quickly a passion and that his originality
will be useful for creating the game, a
space, for giving life to a text and freedom
to the actor.

Tel : +216 96837667
imed.may@hotmail.com
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PAST
18th of june 2011

End studies project - Supérior Institute of Dramatic Art of Tunis

7th of december 2011

1st edition of Autumn Festival - National Theater of Tunis

17th of january 2012

26th edition of Experimental Theater Festival - in a real site in Medenine

28th of january 2012

15th edition of the Theatrical Days of Carthage - Space El Teatro in Tunis

12th of march 2012

10th edition of National Theater Festival Ferjani Mnajja - Municipal Theater of Jerba

FUTURE
23th of march 2012

10th edition of National Theater Festival Ferjani Mnajja - Municipal Theater of Gabes

27th of march 2012

1st edition of Tunisia’s Spring International Festival - Municipal Theater of Kasserine

up 5th to 7th of april 2012

Cycle of représentations - Municipal Theater of Tunis
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